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Abstract. Polish National School System in Teschen Silesia in 17th–19th Centuries
The article begins by introducing the beginnings of schooling in the Teschen Silesia region. It then
continues to map the situation after the introduction of compulsory education. The development of
schools and the network of schooling institutions are covered, as well as school curricula and the
position and competence of teachers in the 17th to 19th centuries. Physical didactic aids of this period
are examined, especially textbooks.
Finally, the article deals with the issues connected with Germanisation and the national struggle and
awareness of the Polish population in the Teschen Silesia region; with the impact of Hasner’s law
(Leopold Hasner von Artha) on the development of the national school system in the region; with
important figures and organisations that played a significant role in the political, cultural and
economic changes in society in Teschen Silesia.
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Annotation: This article deals with Polish national schooling in Teschen Silesia between the 17th and 19th centuries.
The article begins by introducing the beginnings of schooling in the Teschen Silesia
region. It then continues to map the situation after the introduction of compulsory education. The development of schools and the network of schooling institutions are covered,
as well as school curricula and the position and competence of teachers in the 17th to 19th
centuries. Physical didactic aids of this period are examined, especially textbooks.
Finally, the article deals with the issues connected with Germanisation and the national struggle and awareness of the Polish population in the Teschen Silesia region; with the
impact of Hasner’s law (Leopold Hasner von Artha) on the development of the national
school system in the region; with important figures and organisations that played a significant role in the political, cultural and economic changes in society in Teschen Silesia.
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Origins of the School System in Teschen Silesia
The origins of schooling were closely connected with the church. The oldest schools
were founded as part of monasteries, i.e. monastic schools, or in larger parishes as part
of parsonages or churches, i.e. parish schools. Teachers, too, were initially clergymen,
and later secular people started to work as their assistants. The first schools were founded in the important cities of the region (Teschen 1331, Opava 1372 and Frydek 1490).
Parish schools mainly taught reading, writing and elementary maths while its major part
also focused on teaching religion and singing religious songs1. The teacher was frequently also the church organist.
During the reformation, schools were mostly evangelical, part of evangelical parsonages. The Catholic Church did not have any schools, at least not officially; it is highly
likely however that the church ran schooling in secret, intended for Catholic children
whose families could not afford private teachers. During the reintroduction of Catholicism, the situation in schooling in Teschen Silesia changed2.
After the death of Duchess Elizabeth Lucretia, the Habsburg’s religious and enlightenment policy started to shape teaching. The goal of school was to reinforce positive
feelings and thoughts towards the Habsburg Monarchy, raising people loyal to the emperor and supporters of the monarchy3.
During this period, school also became a tool to reinstate Catholicism in the Lutheran
lands, which was reflected mainly in the level of secondary schools (with the foundation
of a Latin grammar school in Teschen in 1674).

Introduction of Compulsory Education
Because economic growth required increasing the literacy of the population and the
quality of school system, a modern education system was created during the reign of
Maria Theresa and her son Joseph II. During Maria Theresa’s reign an academy of science was established with branches in respective territories. Education in the Duchy of
Teschen fell under the competence of the Silesian Provincial Government in Opava,
which in 1782 was subordinated to the Moravian-Silesian Gubernium in Brno4.
In 1774, Maria Theresa issued the General School Ordinance for normal, main and
trivial schools in all imperial hereditary lands, which brought compulsory schooling for
children aged 6 to 12 years. Trivial schools in the Teschen area taught in Czech and Ger1
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man and later Polish5 (Polish as a language of instruction was introduced into trivial
schools in 1851. In schools, Polish-language textbooks were also used in teaching). Children from 12 to 15 honed their knowledge in Sunday schools, also called revision
schools. Schooling ended with a public exam6.
The development of education was also accelerated by the abolishment of serfdom in
1781 – the servants no longer needed the approval of their landlord for their children’s
education; and the Patent of Toleration, which allowed Lutheranism, Calvinism and the
Orthodox Christian Church to co-exist with the Roman Catholic Church. The Jewish
faith was also tolerated after 1782. These churches were allowed to found their schools,
which especially in Teschen led to a large number of new schools. In 1808 the Teschen
Silesia region had 60 Catholic schools (other source states 61 schools)7 and 25 Evangelical schools,8 together with two grammar schools (Catholic and Evangelical)9 – which is
a large step forward if we compare the situation to the seventeenth century, which saw
30 schools10 in 33 parishes (some sources indicate 33 schools)11.

The Teacher’s Position
The work of the teacher, especially in village schools, consisted of teaching the youth,
but often the teacher was also the sexton (cleaning the church, ringing the bell), parsonage clerk, registrar, municipal authority clerk or organist playing at masses and funerals,
they assisted during church ceremonies, sometimes even prepared the hosts and carol-singing wafers. School work was only one of their duties12. This was true in the
17th century as well as the 19th century – until 1869, doing church service was an official
and important part of a teacher’s income. After the 1869 reform, teachers’ wages were
supposed to increase enough to allow them to focus solely on their education activities,
however the idea remained in the realm of wishful thinking, and teachers towards the end
of the 19th century still had to do other things to earn the extra money they required.
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Official numbers from 1900 records show that 23% of teaching staff from public schools
were doing exactly that13.
Teachers in parish and trivial schools, especially in villages, were only able to read
and write themselves; sometimes they were former soldiers with some knowledge of
German14. Anyone considering themselves able to teach youths could become a teacher
in the 17th century. Statistics from the Diocese of Opole, which included the Teschen
deanery, show that the majority of teachers had an elementary village school education;
only 10% had a grammar school education, 14% finished Latin school; and 15% of
teachers came from city elementary schools 15. Data from 1805, put together by the statistician L. J. Szersznik, show 56 Catholic schools in Teschen which employed 60 teachers and 6 assistants, of which only 6 completed the necessary teacher studies16. The situation changed in the second half of the 19th century. The introduction of Hasner’s Law
required teachers to have qualifications obtained in teacher institutions. Prior to 1869,
teachers were educated in preparands, only teachers in evangelical schools were more
often educated at evangelical grammar schools. Despite Hasner’s Law, unqualified teachers were still employed due to a lack of qualified ones, especially in villages. The situation changed towards the end of the 19th century, which saw the majority of teachers
employed having the necessary qualifications.
Statistical data from the time shows that in the 17th century almost 60% of the teachers did not have the relevant knowledge and skills to teach in elementary schools. Moreover, inspections often showed that children were being educated by semi-illiterate teachers, or teachers addicted to alcohol, who were aggressive and beat the children17.
In village schools, especially in the 17th century, there were teachers who spoke in the
local dialect18. Statistical data from the Schlesischer Schulschematismus of 1897 show
that over 70% of the teachers came from the region, 11 % from Moravia and the rest
from Galicia inland, Opavia and the Prussian part of Silesia19. This had an undeniably
positive impact on the development of the culture, traditions and language of the Teschen
region.
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The curriculum in Parish and Trivial Schools
Teachers in parish and trivial schools could often only barely read and write themselves. An example of such a teacher was Jan Kajzar of Konska who taught from 1801–
1838 at an evangelical school in Konska. He could only just read and write, and learned
a few German words during his military service20. Such “teacher qualifications” were
reflected in the knowledge children gained at school. At novice level, children only
learned to read and count orally, and only at the subsequent level did they learn to write
and do basic sums on paper21.
Although at the turn of the 18th century, the curriculum contents were legislated, there
were significant differences in individual schools, caused mostly by the lack of qualified
teachers, the low attractiveness of underfunded parish schools and also by the small
numbers of children attending.
The situation did not improve much during the 1850s and 1860s. Jan Kubisz describes a school day at such a school in his book Pamiętnik starego nauczycieła (Diary
of an Old Teacher). “I started to learn to read from a Polish primer… Every pupil learned
independently, on their own. Group learning and revision did not exist. The teacher did
not give any lectures, only explained something from time to time. Pupils had to learn
the given subject matter by their own effort and in their own way. It was difficult and in
our opinion un-pedagogical. The teaching started with recognising the letters, the alphabet… Later on, pupils put letters into syllables and syllables into words. Reading the
words created from syllables without pronouncing the individual letters was done “like
so”. It was hard. I remember the labour of learning to read the Polish word “wszczął”.
The children were tested individually by the teacher in front of the class. If the child
failed, they were sent back to their seat to learn it thoroughly once more. The book they
had to read was the New Testament. It was read by older pupils who could already read,
of course. In the third grade, the field of study widened. Besides reading, there was also
catechism. We learned catechism and religion by heart. Biblical stories were taught by
the teacher, assigning one story to the older children and the pupils had to tell the story
in the next class. Besides that, every day before noon, one pupil read one biblical story
to the whole classroom. This way, religion became the central point of learning. German
was another important part of schooling. Children learned vocabulary and then German
dialogues … Children had to learn everything by heart, which required a lot of work.
Great importance was put on penmanship – calligraphy. A relatively large amount of
lessons per week were devoted to it. There were Polish and German text examples. Mathematics was taught by teaching us to write numerals and then counting to one hundred.
This was followed by addition – first whole numbers, then decimals up to a hundred. It
was the same with subtraction, multiplication and division, which was also done with
whole numbers and decimals. Only at higher levels was the arithmetic developed, but
still counting with whole numbers and the four operations. That was maths at school…
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In singing lessons we learned from the Tranovsky hymnbook. We also learned to draw,
which was called “painting”. The teacher used a ruler to draw a church building on the
blackboard – I can still see the church the teacher drew back then – then the whole class
drew it the same way onto their tablets. These classes were not regular, they only happened occasionally. Although we knew the teacher would draw the church again, we
were happy with every class of painting, because it was always something new for us”22.
School quality increased with the introduction of the Hasner’s Law. It extended compulsory education to eight years, established general and civic schools, and introduced
new subjects: biology, geography, physical education, handiwork and mensuration. It
also legislated the secondary school qualification requirement for teachers, who then had
to complete studies at teacher institutions.

Germanisation and Textbooks in Moravian
The role of the German language strengthened during the reign of Joseph II, helped
by the centralisation of state offices which used a single administrative language – German. The use of Polish at schools was further suppressed in 1782 by the unification of
Moravia and Silesia into a single Moravian-Silesian Gubernium seated in Brno. Due to
this administrative centralisation, Moravian textbooks and teachers from Moravia started
pouring into Teschen Silesia schools. These teachers taught in their native tongue, namely the Moravian dialect23. The Moravian influences and Germanisation were both limited
in 1804 when trivial schools came under church supervision. The church oversight over
trivial schools commenced the struggle for the language rights of the population using
the Silesian-Polish dialect24. Representatives of the church were bound to the region and
often born in it. L. J. Szersznik became the overseer of education in the Teschen Silesia
region and greatly helped in the development of Teschen culture. This Teschen-born
priest fought for the introduction of Polish textbooks in the first grades of trivial schools,
which were more accessible than Czech textbooks to Teschen Silesia pupils who spoke
Teschen or Silesian-Polish dialects. Because teaching at village trivial schools was dominated by the use of local dialect, textbooks written in Czech or Moravian were not effective as study material; pupils did not understand them and the teaching was slowed
down by the teacher having to translate the textbook material to the local dialect25.
L. J. Szersznik fought to introduce new textbooks at trivial schools, which would replace
the then popular Czech textbook Primer for Village Schools published in 1781 and later
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also the Reader and Grammar Book for General Schools published in 184026. He achieved
that only in 1877 when the district authority in Teschen introduced new textbooks written
in Polish.

Fight for National Education
During the revolution of 1848 the Teschen Silesian populace fought for the introduction of Polish in local schools. While spearheaded mainly by representatives of the
Church, the communes organised a mission to visit the emperor himself. These activities
helped push the Austrian government to create a constitutional monarchy in which individual countries had their own language and political rights; this led to the introduction
of Polish in the schools and offices of the Teschen Silesia region27. Later on the use of
Polish as the language of instruction at schools was supported by the Hasner’s Law28.
Hasner’s Law of 1869 had a significant impact on national schooling, and helped develop
national schooling in Teschen Silesia region, as it instructed schools to use the language
that is the native language of pupils, which meant the wider use of Polish in schools in
the region29. The law introduced compulsory 8-year education and improved the quality
of education in the region in many aspects – e.g. the material position of teachers and
increased participation of children in schooling. The number of schools increased; there
was a school in every town, moreover, besides general Polish schools, civic Polish
schools and secondary Polish schools, i.e. technical schools, grammar schools, “Realschulen” and teacher institutions30.
An important role in the fight for national schooling in Teschen Silesia was played by
teachers Jan Śliwka and Jan Kotas of Konska who together created nine textbooks written in Polish for Teschen Silesia schools; and Jerzy Kubisz and his eight colleagues who
in 1888 founded the Polish Education Association in Ustroń – the first professional organisation of Polish teachers in the region31. This organisation became the Polish Teaching Society, with headquarters in Ustroń (Polskie Towarzysztwo Pedagogiczne).
However, the German authorities considered the abovementioned status to be harmful
to German interests in the area and decided to fight against it. In 1873 a law on general
schools was issued, which introduced German into all schools, therefore leaving only
German schools or Utraquist schools (bilingual). In villages, where Utraquist schools
26
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could not be introduced, schools were left as they were32. Polish schools were left in
a highly unfavourable situation. Polish schools were mostly one-class, i.e. pupils of all
eight grades were taught in one classroom, which was divided into 3–5 sections. After
the fifth year, pupils could switch to a 3-year civic school, 8-year grammar school or
7-year “Realschulen”. All these schools were exclusively German, however. From this
point of view, Polish children were discriminated against.
Germanisation was aided by the weak national awareness of people, who perceived
German as the one which would provide better and wider options when looking for work,
and therefore did not feel the need to learn in Polish33. At the turn of the 19th century,
representatives of the national revival stood against Germanisation and the degradation
of Polish schools. The centre of national revival, which reinstated Polish as the language
of instruction at schools, was the School Foundation, which had operated in Teschen
Silesia since 1885 and the Polish Teaching Society (Polskie Towarzysztwo Pedagogiczne)34.
Thanks to the combined effort of these organisations, the representatives of the Polish
national revival disrupted the German monopoly in education, and Polish secondary
schools were built.

Conclusion
Germanisation in this region was not realised with the harsh restrictive measures that
were used in those parts of today’s Poland then under Prussian control. Owing to the
greater freedom and autonomy, local teachers had more room for public enlightenment
which supported the professional interests and development of local culture and language. These activities turned general school teachers of the 19th century, especially its
second half, into important figures in the region, who pushed for political, cultural and
economic changes in Teschen Silesian society.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the national movement in the region increased in
power, together with the growing national awareness of the Polish population of Teschen
Silesia. An important role in the national revival of the Polish people in the Teschen
Silesia was played by young teachers, especially graduates of the teacher institution of
Bobrk in Teschen (founded in 1904), who educated their pupils with patriotic feelings in
mind.
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The first successes of the national movement emerged already in 1907, when the
languages used in Teschen Silesia were all considered equal. In this year, it was also
discovered that Polish was used as the only official language in 25 villages and both
languages – German and Polish – in eight villages35.
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